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“Federal Reserve Announces New
Plan: To Start a Currency War!”
“This (probably) isn’t what they
intend. But it’s the inevitable
outcome of their plan.
“The rest of the world is gearing
up for it already. And China in
particular has already launched
the first salvo!
“Read on to discover what
everybody else will be talking
about in 2011!”

F

or those savvy enough to understand the implications, the announcement is frightening.
The US government has decided that the best
way to rescue the economy is to attack its own currency.
As the US plunged into a deep recession, there
were several ways the government could have
responded to the crisis. On one end of the spectrum, the government could have slashed personal
and business taxes. Allowing consumers to retain
their earnings would raise personal spending, and
allowing businesses to retain their revenues would
raise employment levels. True, government revenues would fall—but there’s plenty of federal bloat
and fat that could be cut away to compensate for
this.
Of course, this isn’t what happened.
Instead, Washington chose the opposite end of
the spectrum—the same disastrous borrow-andspend model that has racked up a staggering $13.7
trillion debt. That’s $44,193 for every man, woman,
and child in this country.
Meanwhile, Ben Bernanke tried to bailout cer-
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tain sectors of the economy by lending money to
a long list of failing entities. In the process, the
Fed’s balance sheet bloated up to $2.1 trillion in
junk securities and toxic assets.
Unsurprisingly, “borrow, spend, and lend” has
failed. Unemployment hit 10.4 percent earlier this
year (despite Obama’s promise that if his party’s
stimulus was passed, unemployment would never
rise about 8 percent). Although the economy is
(barely) expanding again, other economic indicators are grim. An especially ominous trend is the
soaring number of bank failures (more on this later).
Nevertheless, Washington remains firmly committed to monstrous levels of government spending. Thus, the next phase of the Great Financial
Crisis is upon us.
Fed Chairman Bernanke has apparently
decided that the government’s to-date stimulus
efforts have been inadequate. So he’s announced
the return of Quantitative Easing. The Fed will
start printing money again (or its electronic equivalent)—up to $900 billion.
That’s $7,826 per household!
There will be no more pretense. No more preGold and Energy Advisor
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tending. No more buying mortgage securities or
finding other indirect ways to create new cash and
stuff it into the banking system, while pretending
that it wasn’t expanding the money supply.
Now the Fed is going to openly “print” money
from thin air, and use it to buy US Treasuries. In
other words…
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The US is going to deliberately
chop the legs out
from under the dollar.
As famed investor Jim Rogers (co-founder of
the Quantum Fund with George Soros) recently
said, “Central banks and governments are going
to print money until we run out of trees. It’s outrageous. Printing money is not the right thing to do,
but they don’t know that. Eventually, they’ll run
out of trees.”
As a result of this, Rogers says, the dollar is a
“terribly flawed currency” and is “going to have big
problems in the next decade.”
Why would the government do such a thing,
especially at a time when the economy is hanging
on by its fingernails?
Actually, there are several reasons.
• Washington hopes that the additional artificial demand for Treasuries will bring
interest rates down. That means loans
become more affordable across the economy.
And that means consumer spending can
increase, while businesses can expand hiring and general capacity.
• Plus, spreading money throughout the
economy will promote spending overall, by
businesses and consumers alike.
• As another benefit, the dollar will weaken.
Lower interest rates make the dollar less
attractive, and the extra dollars printed by
the Fed will increase supply, causing its
value to fall compared to other currencies.
This means American goods and services
will become cheaper for other nations to
buy. Exports will increase.
• At the same time, foreign goods and services
will become more expensive. Thus, imports
will decrease, and our trade balance will
improve.
Add all these together, and the benefits are
clear: more jobs, more consumer spending, more
exports, and less imports.
But these reasons are deeply flawed. First,
interest rates are already close to zero. They can’t
go any lower—not significantly, anyway. And as
Japan has proved, once rates bottom out, an economy can still wallow in misery for a decade or more.
As for providing cash to promote spending,
there’s already a ton of cash in the economy, and
it isn’t helping. Corporations are sitting on an esti-
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mated $1 trillion in cash, and there’s another ocean
of liquidity sitting in the banking system. Adding
more will accomplish nothing.
Lastly, improving the trade balance is a fantasy. Devaluing the dollar to promote American
exports will merely .…

Ignite a Currency War
Washington is assuming that other nations
won’t notice, or won’t care, what we’re doing to our
currency.
The US is embarking on a massive dollar devaluation. One of the major benefits will be a large
shift in the US balance of trade, as our imports
shrink and our exports soar.
But we only get those benefits if the world’s
other currencies don’t get devalued too.
This is the flaw in Washington’s reasoning. US
politicians are ignoring a basic lesson of history—
that our trading partners take commerce very seriously, and they will not sit by idly while the US
gives itself a big advantage.
It’s hard for many Americans to understand
this. The US economy is consumer driven—thanks
to the hollowing out of our manufacturing sector,
exports only account for about 11 percent of our
GDP.
Not so for other nations. For many countries,
exports are over 50 percent of their economies. To
these nations, a large shift in currency valuations
would be a serious threat.
And so many countries are now considering
reducing the value of their currencies, to ensure
their exports remain competitive.
This threatens to bring back…

Competitive Devaluations
A deliberate weakening of a currency is one
example of a beggar thy neighbor policy: an attempt
to solve one country’s economic problems by means
which will worsen them in other countries. In other
words, a devaluation by one country is an attack on
the income of others.
When the West was on the gold standard, such
attacks were impossible. Today, in a world where
currencies “float”—where currencies no longer
have a foundation of gold, as they used to—such
attacks are all but inevitable.

Such attacks are also guaranteed to trigger a
response. When one country devalues, its trading
partners are forced to follow suit.
Of course, this response defeats the ‘benefits’
the instigator was trying to achieve. Since the
instigator is in economic trouble (which is why it
devalued in the first place), it tries again. Which
triggers another response. Which triggers another
devaluation… and so on.
A major currency devaluation can easily become
a competitive devaluation, where everybody “races
to the bottom” and the floor drops out from underneath all currencies. That’s why only the most desperate nations will try it.
And that’s also why a devaluation threatens to
cause…

Monetary Collapse
If the US devalues the dollar—which Washington openly plans to do—what will be the outcome?
The outcome of a devaluation depends on the
initial strength of the currency. A strong currency
can be weakened without too much fallout. However, an already-weak currency can be pushed over
the edge into hyperinflation—causing an economic
meltdown.
So which fate awaits the dollar? Let’s consider
the state of the US economy:
• Federal debt has exploded upwards. In less
than 90 days, it will breach the $14 trillion
level. In 2004, when I started publishing
GEA, the debt has just reached $7 trillion—
a shocking level. Now it’s doubled in just six
years. Never in my worst nightmares did I
think Washington could be so breathtakingly reckless with our national finances.
• Unfunded obligations have soared past $60
trillion, according to Andrew Moylan, director of government affairs for the National
Taxpayers Union. This is a disaster—it
works out to over $461,000 per household.
And that’s a conservative estimate. Boston
University economist Laurence Kotlikoff
says unfunded obligations are actually
much worse—a staggering $200 trillion.
• Social Security and Medicare are bankrupt. Both programs pay out more than
they bring in. And their “trust funds” are
empty, having been robbed by Congress
and stuffed full of worthless IOUs. Politicians who talk about Social Security being
Gold and Energy Advisor
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“fully funded” for another twenty years are,
bluntly speaking, liars.
The housing market is still in shambles,
and by some indicators, might still fall further. Meanwhile, unemployment remains
at agonizing levels.
The dollar has already been wounded by
earlier rounds of devaluation. It’s down
some 40 percent since 2001.

•

•

Bank Failures Soaring

F

rom 2000 to 2009, there were a total of 191
bank failures in the United States.
So far in 2010, there have been 139 bank
collapses. This will be the worst year of the
entire decade, by far.
On October 22 alone, seven banks imploded.
Compare this to the 28 banks that failed in
2008, 2007, and 2006… combined.
Meanwhile, the FDIC’s ‘troubled banks’
list—the banks on the brink of failure—has
ballooned up to 829 institutions. That’s 10.6
percent of all banks in the US. The total deposits at risk: $403 billion.

‘One-Third of US Banks
Will Vanish’
The Wall Street Journal recently interviewed the top executive of an investmentbanking firm. He predicted that between failures and consolidation, over the next decade
the number of US banks could fall from the current 7,932 down to just 5,000. That’s a reduction of more than one third.
The same article quoted Howard Headlee,
president of the Utah Bankers Association,
who said our current situation is a “financial
disaster…the destruction of capital in our economy as a result of what we’ve endured will be
the single greatest lasting impact on recovery
and how the economy performs in the future.”

The FDIC Itself is at Risk
All this is occurring at a time when the
FDIC itself is ‘troubled.’ Its total funds are less
than 1.15 percent of the bank funds it’s supposed to be insuring.
If the FDIC itself needs to be bailed out,
what do you think will happen in the markets
when the story hits the news media?

•

And as icing on the cake, the banking system is starting to crumble. Banks are failing left and right, and an industry insider
predicts that one-third of banks will vanish
over the next several years. See the sidebar
on the left for details.

This is the worst possible time to devalue the
dollar. It’s like arriving at the scene of a medical
emergency, to rescue a badly hemorrhaging victim—and instead of staunching the bleeding, the
rescuer opens up a few more arteries so the blood
can flow more freely.

Why the Elections Won’t Help
In the run-up to the elections this month, candidates from both parties accused their opponents
of ruining the economy. Each candidate portrayed
him/herself as the only hope for an economic turnaround.
It would nice if that were true for any of the candidates. But Americans are finally realizing that
it doesn’t matter whether Democrats or Republicans are in charge. Both parties throw blowout
spending binges whenever they get the opportunity. (Remember, the “Bridge to Nowhere” era was
when Republicans were running Washington.)
Our problems can’t be solved merely by electing someone ‘new’ (who will do the same old things
anyway). Our problems run much deeper than
that. Did you notice how negative the political ads
were this year? Nobody in either party is addressing the issues.
Washington has turned into a gravy train
where each politician’s primary goal is to get reelected. In pursuit of that goal, anything goes. The
statesmen of old—people who actually stood for
something—are a distant memory.
And as long as that’s the case, nobody will confront the painful issues facing our country.
Which means they’ll get worse and worse until
the whole house of cards comes crashing down. But
this raises the question…

Why Aren’t They Worried
About Inflation?
History shows that printing money is always
a dangerous thing for a central bank to do. Heavy
inflation, once it gets enough momentum, can turn
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into a runaway train. It’s not only agony for the
citizens, it’s also extremely difficult to wrestle back
under control.
So why isn’t the Fed worried?
Recently the Wall Street Journal interviewed
Charles Evans, president of the Federal Reserve
Bank of Chicago. Evans is publicly urging his colleagues to inflate the dollar—an unheard-of level
of openness for a Fed official.
In the interview, he was asked about the rising price of gold and commodities. Here was his
answer: “I don’t put a lot of weight on those indica-

tors. Gold moves up and moves down. Commodity
prices are often driven by stronger demand around
the world and with emerging markets doing better
at this point in the cycle, that is part of it. Does
it worry me about inflationary expectations? I just
don’t see that at the moment. When I talk to people in the business community, there is not a lot of
pricing power.”
Clearly, the majority opinion among Fed officials, as well as their central banking peers around
the world, is that inflation is not a threat. They
expect that they can print hundreds of billions of

Going, Going...Almost Gone!
(Get yours now, while they’re still available...)

O

n September 23, the United States Mint
halted sales of its 2010 Mint State Gold
Buffalos—forever.
Eager buyers have exhausted the Mint’s
supply, and “no additional inventory will be
made available.”
At Finest Known, we still have a small
cache of 2010 Buffalos. But once they’re gone,
they’re gone. No more will be minted… ever.
The 2010 US Gold Buffalo has been wildly
popular. Of the entire series, only the year of
issue had more sales than 2010. But now, you
can’t buy them from the Mint for any price.
These beautiful coins are 24-karat gold,
.999 pure. The ones we’re offering are
certified MS70—perfect!—by PCGS, one
of the top two coin
grading services.
Not only
that, these
coins are
PCGS First
Strike:
they were
submitted to
PCGS within

the first 30 days of the coins becoming
available to investors. (Although the Mint
maintains strict quality control standards,
it stands to reason that the very first coins
minted are razor-sharp in detail and clarity,
because the dies have not yet had time to
wear even slightly.)
To GEA readers like you, we’re offering
these coins at WHOLESALE. The price is so
low, I can’t even print it here. You’ll have to
call and ask.
Gold has shattered multiple price records.
I believe we’re headed for gold at $2,000 and
then $5,000. MS70 US Gold Buffalos promise
to rise even faster than gold itself, thanks to
their premiums, beauty, and scarcity.
You should also consider putting gold
into your IRA. Call the
number below for
details.
These coins
will vanish
quickly. To
reserve yours,
call Finest
Known toll-free:

(866) 697-4653.

Coins enlarged to show detail. 2009 coins are shown because the
2010s are selling so quickly, we haven’t had time to take pictures!
Gold and Energy Advisor
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dollars, pounds, euros, yen, etc. without destroying
their currencies.
This is great news for us as gold investors. It
means the record-shattering gold bull market will
continue for years to come.
Unfortunately, it’s terrible news for almost
everybody else. Although American and European
officials are oblivious to the dangers of inflation,
other governments are not.
And that’s why the next round of dollar devaluations will lead to…

A Race to the Bottom
In this new race, the US is first out of the gate.
Europe and Japan aren’t far behind.
Unfortunately for us, there’s a major nation
that is refusing to play by our rules: China.
The Chinese are famously close-mouthed about
their plans, but on this point, they have been
crystal-clear. They can not and will not tolerate a
large-scale devaluation of the US dollar.
For years, they’ve said this. For years, Washington has ignored them.
And now the US is about to reap the bitter harvest of decades of blowout spending.

Forget about the Fed’s
quantitive easing.
China is about to take the
dollar down in a far more
spectacular fashion,
and Washington can’t do a
thing about it.
China is the largest foreign lender to the United
States. And Washington desperately needs China
to keep lending to us. Congress is overspending by
$3.3 billion every single day, and that money has
to come from somewhere.
But the Chinese are done with that game. After
all, why would they want to lend to a nation which
(as I discussed in the September issue) they now
recognize as “insolvent” and “facing bankruptcy”?
China has stopped lending to the US government. Ominously, they are also starting to sell off
the debt they already own. China has shed some
$70 billion in US debt over the last 10 months.
This alone could crush the dollar. But China
is doing more than this. In fact, this could be the
start of China’s long-awaited move to become the

Portfolio Update
In Update #979, we issued instructions to
hedge Suncor Energy (symbol SU). We sold
the Nov. $36 calls (symbol SU101120C36). We
also rolled up our options on Pioneer Natural Resources (PXD); we rolled up the Oct. $60
calls (PXD101016C60) to the Nov. $60 calls
(PXD101120C60).
In Update #982, we rolled up our hedges on
Apache Corp. (APA), Devon Energy (DVN), and
the Energy Exploration and Production ETF
(XOP). On APA, we rolled up the Oct. $100
calls (APA101016C100) to the Nov. $100 calls
(APA101120C100). On DVN, we rolled up the
Oct. $65 calls (DVN101016C65) to the Nov. $65
calls (DVN1011120C65). On XOP, we rolled up
the Oct. $43 calls (XOP101016C43) to the Nov.
$43 calls (XOP101120C43).
In Update #983, we rolled up our hedges on
Talisman Energy (TLM) and Berry Petroleum
(BRY). On TLM, we rolled up the Oct. $17.50
calls (TLM101016C17.5) to the Nov. $18 calls
(TLM101120C18). On BRY, we rolled up the Oct.

$30 calls (BRY101016C30) to the Nov. $30 calls
(BRY101120C30).
In Update #984, we noted that we would
allow our put on Anadarko Petroleum (APC) to
be assigned. For subscribers who had not shorted
the put, we recommended buying the stock.
In Update #985, we noted that the put
(HES100101016P45) we sold on Hess Corp (HES)
was expiring, and we would get to keep the premium of $93.
In Special Report #057, we examined British Petroleum (BP). We recommended opening a position by selling short the Nov. $40 put
(BP101120P40) at the market.
In Update #991, we issued a recommendation
on Canadian Natural Resources (CNQ). We sold
short the Dec. $32.50 put (CNQ101218P32.5).
In Update #992, we hedged Anadarko Petroleum (APC). We sold the Nov. $67.50 calls
(APC101120C67.5)
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world’s dominant economy.
The first shot is being fired as you read this,
because…

China is Waging “Economic
Warfare” Against the US
A seemingly trivial incident in September has
escalated into “economic warfare” with widespread
military implications.
In September, a Chinese fishing boat collided
with two Japanese coast guard vessels. The Japanese took the Chinese boat’s captain into custody.
In retaliation, China shut down its export of rare
earth minerals to Japan. Then, using a trivial
trade issue as an excuse, the Chinese extended the
lockdown to Europe and the US.
Rare earth minerals are 17 elements which are
vital to a long list of technologies: high-temperature superconductors, lasers, nuclear batteries,
cruise missiles… the list goes on. Notice that these
are all vital military applications. The list also
includes energy technologies like wind turbines,
solar energy, and so on—which are vital to getting
the US off its dependence on foreign oil suppliers
like Venezuela (run by Communist nutjob Hugo
Chávez) and Saudi Arabia (supporter of radical
Wahhabi terrorists).
Although the US has large rare-earth deposits
in California, the American industry was wiped
out years ago when the Chinese undercut its
prices. (China’s cost of production is much lower,
thanks to slave-labor wages and few environmental restrictions.) As a result, China has almost a
complete monopoly on rare earth production today.
A Chinese embargo of rare earths has severe
national security implications for the US. The Chinese are well aware of this: former Chinese leader
Deng Xiaoping once said, “The Middle East has oil,
China has rare earths.”
Too late, the US has realized its helplessness.
The Washington Times recently referred to rareearth metals as “tools of economic warfare.”
The New York Times said this is another
example of Chinese leaders using “their growing
economic muscle.” The Web version of the article
also included this comment: “It makes sense that
a totalitarian government would, upon gaining
power, use that power to what ever ends it wants.
Those who rule through the gun only understand
power.”

China’s actions are so serious that Japan and
India are in strategic talks to bind together in an
alliance to counterbalance the Chinese. The negotiations include not only economic agreements, but
also a nuclear pact.
But talks are just that—talks. Agreements
can’t turn into minerals. And without rare earths,
Japan (and India too) will see much of their industrial bases grind to a halt.
Meanwhile in the US, resource companies are
now scrambling to resuscitate the dead rare-earth
industry in California. But that will take many
years.
Meanwhile, the West is utterly helpless before
China.
Washington thought this day would never
come. Our politicians figured that we had China as
a trillion-dollar economic hostage.
After all, with almost $1 trillion in Treasury
debt, the Chinese couldn’t afford to do anything
that would hurt the value of its reserves. Nor could
they replace their dollar reserves with anything
else worth owning.
Now we see that the opposite is true. The Chinese are quite willing to pay a short-term price to
ensure long-term economic dominance.
And they’ve also found a great replacement for
the dollar…

China is Buying Massive
Amounts of Gold
Chinese officials have been warning the US for
years that they were going to start buying gold.
As I reported in the September issue, that
day has come. China is quietly ‘limit’ buying gold
through the London bullion banks. Large-scale
purchases of metal, scrap, and even ore are also
being reported.
China is not the only nation doing this. Russia
and Saudi Arabia are also known to be buying on a
large scale, and certain others are suspected.
Combine this with a stampede of investors into
the gold market, and it’s little surprise that gold
has shattered price records again and again this
year.
The yellow metal is headed for its 10th consecutive annual gain. That’s the longest winning streak
since 1920. Gold bullion has outperformed global
equities, Treasuries, and most industrial metals.
Gold-backed ETPs (exchange-traded products)
Gold and Energy Advisor
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have also reached record levels of investment.
In this environment, an important thing for
investors to do is…

shouldn’t be hard to figure out why this is happening. Investors aren’t stampeding into gold as an
inflation hedge. (Not yet, anyway. That will come
later.)

Ignore Clueless Analysts

Today they’re fleeing to gold as wealth protection. They know the US dollar—and for that matter, other world currencies—are about to go into
freefall.

Many mainstream financial analysts have been
scratching their heads over gold. Why in the world
has the yellow metal exploded to new highs, shattering record after record, in what is supposedly
one of the lowest-inflation environments in living
memory?
Here’s a news flash for these people—it

Silver is Already Up
48 Percent in 9 Months—
Now China is Slashing
Silver Supply
Even Further

W

ith all the exciting news surrounding gold
this year, I haven’t had room in GEA to
talk much about silver. So you might not be
aware that silver is on a spectacular run, now
nearing a 30-year high.
The white metal has exploded upwards in
price by 48 percent in just the last nine months.
Silver has had a near-vertical ascent, so
I wouldn’t be surprised to see it take a welldeserved breather soon. But looking farther
ahead, silver is poised to continue its rocket
ride.
China is the world’s third-largest silver
producer, and the largest silver exporter. Even
while silver is rocketing upward in price, China
is preparing to slash exports by a whopping 40
percent.
Chinese domestic demand is soaring, not
only for industrial uses but also from investment. Many Chinese investors expect inflation
to accelerate, so they’re protecting themselves
with precious metals.
Meanwhile, silver supply is declining. Most
Chinese silver is a by-product of base metal
production, such as lead and zinc. Since these
are experiencing declining production, silver
supply is going down too.
China’s action promises to have a dramatic
impact on silver prices. Stay tuned!

The US government is planning to devalue the
greenback. At best, that will start a race to the bottom, in competitive devaluations.
At worst, China’s response will torpedo the US
currency completely.
Either way, investors are fleeing to gold—the
only haven in the currency storm that’s coming.
Back in 2003, when I predicted $1,000 gold was
ahead of us in 2003, I hoped I was wrong. But I
was right.
In 2008, when gold fell back to the mid $800’s,
I predicted $1,200 gold in 2009 and I still hoped I
would be wrong. I was, of course, right on target.
Last year as gold pulled back under $1,200, I
predicted $1,400 to $1,500 gold this year and hoped
again I would be wrong. Two weeks ago, it came
within one percent of that figure.

Bad News for Most,
Great News for Us
I hope you’ve been riding the ‘gold rocket’ up, as
so many of my readers have. If you haven’t, it’s not
too late to get on board.
I expect $2,000 gold very soon, and $5,000
gold within a few years. Again, I would like to be
wrong—but I don’t see how this could be possible,
with everything that’s going on today.
Maybe in a few years, Washington will finally
stop its insane fiscal policies. Maybe the blowout
spending will stop, the disaster of unfunded social
obligations somehow will be averted, and progrowth policies will be instituted.
Then again, maybe pigs will fly!
Meanwhile, gold is headed to the moon. GEA
readers who took my advice early have had an
amazingly profitable ride. The good news is that
in my opinion, the ride has a long way to go. And
there are precious few other ways to protect yourself from the dollar disaster that’s coming.
Don’t delay. Protect your wealth today!
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